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Recommendation 2: The Task Force recommends changes to statutory language that align key definitions across the Criminal (Title 18, Article 6.5), Adult Protective Services (APS) (Title 26, Article 3.1), and Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (IDD) (Title 25.5, Article 10, Part 2) statutes to ensure that all agencies are operating under the same legal guidelines, whenever possible. The Task Force strongly believes it is important to ensure all definitions are aligned, wherever possible, between the criminal statute (CRS 18-6.5), APS statute (CRS 26-3.1), and the IDD statute (CRS 25.5-10 part 2). These three agencies will often be working together to conduct the investigation and provide necessary services to ensure safety into the future for the victim of these crimes. Therefore, it is critical to the successful implementation of mandatory reporting, the investigation of these crimes, and the provision of protective services that the agencies are applying the same definitions throughout the coordinated response. The Legislature previously agreed with this need to have uniformity to the definitions for the criminal and APS statutes and in SB13-111 applied the definitions of the various forms of mistreatment to both the APS and criminal statutes to ensure this uniformity in language. In the 2014 Legislative session, some minor changes were made to the criminal definitions, but the conforming statute changes for APS were not made. Therefore, the Task Force is asking that the changes be made prior to the implementation of SB15-109 so that once again, APS and the criminal statutes align. The Task Force is also asking that the Legislature ensure that these same definitions are added statute to the IDD statutes. With that in mind, the Task Force recommends statutory changes to the definitions, as outlined below. Please note: In providing the proposed statutory changes, the Task Force uses ALL CAPS to indicate new language to be added to current statute; strike through to indicate current language to be removed from statute; and normal text formatting to indicate current language to remain in statute as is. Defining the Target Population The Task Force has determined that conforming changes to the definitions of the target populations for the criminal, APS, and IDD statutes cannot and should not be made at this time. The criminal statute has been amended to expand mandatory reporting of mistreatment to include at-risk elders, as established by SB13-111 and now at-risk adults with an intellectual and developmental disability, as established by SB15-109. While the Task Force strongly endorses the expansion of mandatory reporting to the IDD population, the members are clear that there are a large number of vulnerable persons in Colorado that have not been included in the mandatory reporting requirement under either SB13-111 or SB15-109. Therefore, for the criminal definition, located at Section 18-6.5-102(2.5), the Task Force recommends the a change to simplify the term used for at-risk adults with an intellectual and developmental disability, as follows: At-risk Adult with an Intellectual and Developmental Disability “AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD” means a person who is eighteen years of age or older and is a person with an intellectual and developmental disability, as defined in Section 25.5-10-202(26)(a), C.R.S.



The vulnerable adults not covered by mandatory reporting under either SB13-111 or SB15-109 are those adults age 18 to 69 who have physical, cognitive, and/or medical deficits and disabilities that make them just as vulnerable to mistreatment as at-risk elders or at-risk adults with IDD. These vulnerable populations may have Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia; traumatic brain injuries; neurological disease or deficits, such as advanced ALS, Parkinson’s Disease, or MS; physical disabilities requiring total physical care; medical conditions that make the person medically fragile; or persistent and severe mental illness. This group of vulnerable adults could even include adults with IDD that have not be identified as having their disability manifest before they were 22 years old, as defined in the criminal and IDD statutes. APS has provided services to these vulnerable populations and the IDD population for decades through “urged reporting” by the same group of professionals now named as mandatory reporters for the elder and IDD populations. (Section 26-3.1-102) The Task Force wants to ensure that until the Legislature expands mandatory reporting to all vulnerable populations in Colorado, APS can continue to serve these vulnerable citizens through urged reporting. Therefore, the Task Force strongly believes that the APS definition of “at-risk adult” should be unchanged, with the exception of a simple conforming change as a result of a recommended change to the definition of “mistreatment”, detailed below. The recommended change to Section 26-3.1-101(1), follows: “At-risk adult” means an individual eighteen years of age or older who is susceptible to mistreatment OR self-neglect , or exploitation because the individual is unable to perform or obtain services necessary for his or her health, safety, or welfare or lacks sufficient understanding or capacity to make or communicate responsible decisions concerning his or her person or affairs.” The Task Force recommends that the IDD statute, at Section 25.5-10-202(26)(a), C.R.S., remain unchanged from the current definition. Mistreatment In all statutes, the term “mistreatment” is recommended to be used as a term that encompasses the three types of maltreatment that can lead to criminal charges, specifically abuse, caretaker neglect, and exploitation and to include other forms of mistreatment that might not fit neatly into the definitions of “abuse”, “neglect”, or “exploitation” but cause adverse risk to health and safety for vulnerable populations. The term “mistreatment” should be used as an umbrella term to help ensure concise language throughout the statute, subsequent rule development, and training materials.



Currently, “mistreatment” does not exist in the criminal statute and would need to be added as a definition. Additionally, conforming language changes would need to be made throughout Section 18-6.5-101, C.R.S., et seq to ensure that all language related to enhanced penalties and mandatory reporting that is currently written as “abuse” or “abuse and exploitation” or other similar phrasing, is replaced with “mistreatment” to ensure there is no lapse in the mandatory reporting law requirements or inadvertent loss of a prosecutor’s ability to enhance charges and penalties for these crimes. The suggested definition for the criminal code, at 18-6.5-101 (inserted between subsection (10) “Exploitation” and subsection (11) “Person with a Disability”) follows:



Comment [1]: Technical adjustment to the TG approved definition.



“MISTREATMENT” INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO: A) ABUSE, B) CARETAKER NEGLECT, C) EXPLOITATION, D) AN ACT OR OMISSION THAT THREATENS THE HEALTH, SAFETY, OR WELFARE OF AN AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD, OR E) AN ACT OR OMISSION THAT EXPOSES THE AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD TO A SITUATION OR CONDITION THAT POSES AN IMMINENT RISK OF DEATH, SERIOUS BODILY INJURY, OR BODILY INJURYTO THE AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD.



The current APS statute defines “mistreatment”. The Task Force recommends changes to the current language to conform to the definition in the criminal statute; there is little substantive change with the exception of adding “exploitation “as a form of mistreatment and removing the “abuse” definition at (a) and “caretaker neglect” at (b) as it is redundant language; abuse will be added as a new definition in the APS statute. Suggested changes to the APS statute definition of “mistreatment” at Section 26-3.1-101 (7) follows: “Mistreatment” means includes, but is not limited to: a) Abuse, b) Caretaker neglect, C) EXPLOITATION, D) An act or omission that threatens the health, safety, or welfare of an at-risk adult, or E) AN ACT OR OMISSION that exposes the at-risk adult to a situation or condition that poses an imminent risk of death, serious bodily injury, or bodily injury. to the at-risk adult "Mistreatment" includes but is not limited to: (a) Abuse that occurs:



(b)



(I)



Where there is infliction of physical pain or injury, as demonstrated by, but not limited to, substantial or multiple skin bruising, bleeding, malnutrition, dehydration, burns, bone fractures, poisoning, subdural hematoma, soft tissue swelling, or suffocation;



(II)



Where unreasonable confinement or restraint is imposed; or



(III)



Where there is subjection to nonconsensual sexual conduct or contact classified as a crime under the “Colorado Criminal Code’, Title 18, C.R.S.



Caretaker neglect.



Comment [2]: TG members – Miles provided an updated definition that he believes is clearer and would be good legal language. The only change content-wise from what was voted on and approved was the removal of the language that I have struck through (death, serious bodily injury) and redundant language of the at-risk populations (which are already named in the first line of E). Do you agree with this change or leave it as it was approved?



Comment [3]: TG members – Miles provided an updated definition that he believes is clearer and would be good legal language. The only change content-wise from what was voted on and approved was the removal of the language that I have struck through (death, serious bodily injury) and redundant language of the at-risk populations (which are already named in the first line of E). Do you agree with this change or leave it as it was approved?



Currently, the IDD Statute does not exist in statute, only in rule. The Task Force strongly recommends that the definition of mistreatment be added to statute and apply to all persons (children and adults) with an intellectual or developmental disability as the IDD statute covers all ages. Suggested definition of “mistreatment” to be added to Section 25.5-10-202 (between subsection (29) Least Restrictive Environment” and subsection (30) Office) follows: “MISTREATMENT” INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO: A) ABUSE, B) CARETAKER NEGLECT, C) EXPLOITATION, D) AN ACT OR OMISSION THAT THREATENS THE HEALTH, SAFETY, OR WELFARE OF AN AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD, OR E) AN ACT OR OMISSION THAT EXPOSES THE AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD TO A SITUATION OR CONDITION THAT POSES AN IMMINENT RISK OF DEATH, SERIOUS BODILY INJURY, OR BODILY INJURYTO THE AT-RISK ADULT, AT-RISK ELDER, OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD. Abuse Currently, the criminal statute defines “abuse” to include caretaker neglect and exploitation. The Task Force recommends that “caretaker neglect” and “exploitation” be stricken from the abuse definition so that “abuse” is defined strictly as physical or sexual abuse situations. Additionally, conforming language changes would need to be made throughout Section 18-6.5-101, C.R.S., et seq to ensure that all language related to enhanced penalties and mandatory reporting that is currently written as “abuse” or “abuse and exploitation” or other similar phrasing, is replaced appropriately to ensure there is no lapse in the mandatory reporting law requirements or inadvertent loss of a prosecutor’s ability to enhance charges and penalties for these crimes. The recommended changes to the definition of abuse for the criminal statute (Section 18-6.5-102(1)) follows: “Abuse” means any of the following acts or omissions committed against an at-risk elder OR AT RISK ADULT WITH IDD: (a) The non-accidental infliction of bodily injury, serious bodily injury, or death; (b) Confinement or restraint that is unreasonable under generally accepted caretaking standards; AND, (c) Subjection to sexual conduct or contact classified as a crime under this title. (d) Caretaker neglect; and (e) Exploitation.



The current definition of “abuse” in the APS statute, while located under “mistreatment” currently, is very similar to the definition in the criminal statute. The Task Force recommends creating a stand-alone definition of “abuse” in the APS statute at Section 26-3.1-101 (1), and



Comment [4]: TG members – Miles provided an updated definition that he believes is clearer and would be good legal language. The only change content-wise from what was voted on and approved was the removal of the language that I have struck through (death, serious bodily injury) and redundant language of the at-risk populations (which are already named in the first line of E). Do you agree with this change or leave it as it was approved?



renumbering all definitions following. The Task Force recommends the following changes to the APS statute (Section 26-3.1-101(1)): “Abuse” means any of the following acts or omissions committed against an at-risk adult: (I) (a) Where there is THE NON-ACCIDENTAL infliction of physical pain or injury, as demonstrated by, but not limited to, substantial or multiple skin bruising, bleeding, malnutrition, dehydration, burns, bone fractures, poisoning, subdural hematoma, soft tissue swelling, or suffocation; (II) (b) Where Unreasonable confinement or restraint is imposed CONFINEMENT OR RESTRAINT THAT IS UNREASONABLE UNDER GENERALLY ACCEPTED CARETAKING STANDARDS; or AND (III) (c) Where there is THE subjection to nonconsensual sexual conduct or contact classified as a crime under the "Colorado Criminal Code", title 18, C.R.S. Currently, there is no definition of abuse in the IDD statutes and the Task Force recommends the addition of a definition of abuse that conforms to the criminal and APS statute definitions, to be located at Section 25.5-10-202(1), and any necessary renumbering of all definitions following. The Task Force recommends the following definition be added to the IDD statute at Section 25.5-10-202(1): “ABUSE” MEANS ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ACTS OR OMISSIONS COMMITTED AGAINST AN PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY: (A) THE NON-ACCIDENTAL INFLICTION OF PHYSICAL PAIN OR INJURY, AS DEMONSTRATED BY, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, SUBSTANTIAL OR MULTIPLE SKIN BRUISING, BLEEDING, MALNUTRITION, DEHYDRATION, BURNS, BONE FRACTURES, POISONING, SUBDURAL HEMATOMA, SOFT TISSUE SWELLING, OR SUFFOCATION; (B) CONFINEMENT OR RESTRAINT THAT IS UNREASONABLE UNDER GENERALLY ACCEPTED CARETAKING STANDARDS; OR AND (C) THE SUBJECTION TO NONCONSENSUAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OR CONTACT CLASSIFIED AS A CRIME UNDER THE "COLORADO CRIMINAL CODE", TITLE 18, C.R.S.



Caretaker Neglect



The Task Force reviewed the current definition of “caretaker neglect” in the criminal statute and determined the statute to be largely comprehensive. However, the Task Force recommends a slight change that will create a fully comprehensive definition. The changes to be made at 186.5-102(6) follows: “Caretaker Neglect” means neglect that occurs when adequate food, clothing, shelter, psychological care, physical care, medical care, HABILITATION, or supervision, OR OTHER TREATMENT NECESSITIES is ARE not secured for an at-risk adult WITH IDD or an at-risk elder or is ARE not provided by a caretaker in a timely manner and with the degree of care that a reasonable person in the same situation would exercise; except that the withholding, withdrawing, or refusing of any medication, any medical procedure



or device, or any treatment, including but not limited to resuscitation, cardiac pacing, mechanical ventilation, dialysis, and artificial nutrition and hydration, in accordance with any valid medical directive or order or as described in a palliative plan of care shall not be deemed caretaker neglect. As used in this subsection (6), "medical directive or order" includes but is not limited to a medical durable power of attorney, a declaration as to medical treatment executed pursuant to section 15-18-104, C.R.S., a medical order for scope of treatment form executed pursuant to article 18.7 of title 15, C.R.S., and a CPR directive executed pursuant to article 18.6 of title 15, C.R.S.ARTICLE 18.6 OF TITLE 15,C.R.S



The Task Force recommends conforming changes to the APS statute at 26-3.1-101(2.3) to ensure uniformity across statutes, as follows: “Caretaker Neglect” means neglect that occurs when adequate food, clothing, shelter, psychological care, physical care, medical care, HABILITATION, or supervision, OR OTHER TREATMENT NECESSITIES is ARE not secured for an at-risk adult or is ARE not provided by a caretaker in a timely manner and with the degree of care that a reasonable person in the same situation would exercise; except that the withholding, withdrawing, or refusing of any MEDICATION, ANY MEDICAL PROCEDURE OR DEVICE, OR ANY treatment, including but not limited to resuscitation, cardiac pacing, mechanical ventilation, dialysis, and artificial nutrition and hydration, in accordance with any valid medical directive or order or as described in a palliative plan of care shall not be deemed caretaker neglect. As used in this subsection (6), "medical directive or order" includes but is not limited to a medical durable power of attorney, a declaration as to medical treatment executed pursuant to section 15-18-104, C.R.S., a medical order for scope of treatment form executed pursuant to article 18.7 of title 15, C.R.S., and a CPR directive executed pursuant to article 18.6 of title 15, C.R.S.ARTICLE 18.6 OF TITLE 15,C.R.S



Again, the IDD statutes currently do not have a definition of caretaker neglect or, even, neglect. The Task Force recommends the addition of the “caretaker neglect” definition that conforms to the criminal and APS definitions to ensure uniformity across these statutes. The definition to be added between Section 25.5-10.-201(29) “Least Restrictive Environment” and Section 25.5-10202(30) “Office”, follows:



CARETAKER NEGLECT MEANS NEGLECT THAT OCCURS WHEN ADEQUATE FOOD, CLOTHING, SHELTER, PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE, PHYSICAL CARE, MEDICAL CARE, OR SUPERVISION IS NOT SECURED FOR A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY OR IS NOT PROVIDED BY A CARETAKER IN A TIMELY MANNER AND WITH THE DEGREE OF CARE THAT A REASONABLE PERSON IN THE SAME SITUATION WOULD EXERCISE; EXCEPT THAT THE WITHHOLDING, WITHDRAWING, OR REFUSING OF ANY MEDICATION, ANY MEDICAL PROCEDURE OR DEVICE, OR ANY TREATMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO RESUSCITATION, CARDIAC PACING, MECHANICAL VENTILATION, DIALYSIS, AND ARTIFICIAL NUTRITION AND HYDRATION, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANY VALID MEDICAL DIRECTIVE OR ORDER OR AS



DESCRIBED IN A PALLIATIVE PLAN OF CARE SHALL NOT BE DEEMED CARETAKER NEGLECT. AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (6), "MEDICAL DIRECTIVE OR ORDER" INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO A MEDICAL DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY, A DECLARATION AS TO MEDICAL TREATMENT EXECUTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 15-18-104, C.R.S., A MEDICAL ORDER FOR SCOPE OF TREATMENT FORM EXECUTED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 18.7 OF TITLE 15, C.R.S., AND A CPR DIRECTIVE EXECUTED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 18.6 OF TITLE 15, C.R.S.ARTICLE 18.6 OF TITLE 15,C.R.S Exploitation



The Task Force reviewed the definition of “exploitation” that is part of both the current criminal and APS statutes. While this definition is comprehensive related to situations in which an at-risk adult with IDD or an at-risk elder could be financially exploited (loss of assets, property, and money), the Task Force finds that the definition lacks language that would allow for investigation and prosecution of non-financial forms of exploitation that are often committed against vulnerable populations. These types of exploitation include sexual innuendo or verbal sexual threats made in an effort to exert power over the vulnerable person; using intimidation or undue influence to get a vulnerable person to do something they would not ordinarily due, such as to panhandle or prostitute themselves; or conducting illegal activities in the vulnerable person’s living environment, such as distribution of illegal drugs. These types of exploitation create a situation that is often hostile and in which the vulnerable person lives in a state of fear from day to day or even hour to hour. Similar to persons living in domestic violence situations, these vulnerable persons are always left to wonder when the perpetrator will act again. This type of exploitation is especially concerning for at-risk adults with IDD, at-risk elders, and other vulnerable populations who must rely upon the perpetrator for care, or for whom the perpetrator lives in the victim’s home, or for whom the perpetrator regularly visits. These vulnerable persons are usually unable to remove themselves from the situation or remove the perpetrator, causing the person to live in a constant state of fear and undue stress. Therefore, the Task Force strongly recommends the addition of language to the definition of “exploitation” that would incorporate these types of non-financial exploitation into both the criminal and APS definitions of “exploitation”. The Task Force understands that this will require creation of totally new language, rather than simple minor changes in definitions previously recommended. Therefore, the Task Force is providing placeholder language for this change only and the expectation of the Task Force is that the Legislature will work with the bill drafters and the Colorado District Attorney’s Council (CDAC) to write language that is legally sound. The change to the definition of “exploitation”, using placeholder language, at Section 18-6.5-101(10), follows:



"Exploitation" means an act or omission committed by a person who: (a) Uses deception, harassment, intimidation, or undue influence to permanently or temporarily deprive an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD of the use, benefit, or possession of any thing of value;



(b) In the absence of legal authority: (I) Employs the services of a third party for the profit or advantage of the person or another person to the detriment of the at-risk elder OR ATRISK ADULT WITH IDD; or (II) Forces, compels, coerces, or entices an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD to perform services for the profit or advantage of the person or another person against the will of the at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD; or (III) USES HARASSMENT, UNDUE INFLUENCE, OR INTIMIDATION TO CREATE A HOSTILE OR FEARFUL ENVIRONMENT FOR AN ATRISK ELDER OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD WHO RELIES ON A PERSON TO PROVIDE CARE, LIVES WITH THE PERSON, OR IS REGULARLY VISITED BY THE PERSON.”



(c) Misuses the property of an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD in a manner that adversely affects the at-risk elder's OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD’S ability to receive health care or health care benefits or to pay bills for basic needs or obligations.



Comment [5]: This will need approval from the Task Group. Please see my narrative explanation of exploitation for my reasoning behind this. Though we didn’t talk specifically about this, in APS we often see perpetrators that live with the client but who have no care taking responsibilities (as defined). This language would help with those situations.



The Task Force recommends that the place holder language, once drafted is incorporated into the APS statute definition, as well. Additionally, the Task Force recommends that another slight change is made to the APS definition to align it with the criminal definition. The changes to Section 26-3.1-101(4), follows: “Exploitation” means an act or omission committed by a person who: a. Uses deception, harassment, intimidation, or undue influence to permanently or temporarily deprive an at-risk adult of the use, benefit, or possession of his or her money, assets, or property ANYTHING OF VALUE; b. In the absence of legal authority: (I) Employs the services of a third party for the profit or advantage of the person or another person to the detriment of the at-risk adult; or (II) Forces, compels, coerces, or entices an at-risk adult to perform services for the profit or advantage of the person or another person against the will of the at-risk adult; or (III) USES HARASSMENT, UNDUE INFLUENCE, OR INTIMIDATION TO CREATE A HOSTILE OR FEARFUL ENVIRONMENT FOR AN AT-RISK ADULT WHO RELIES ON A PERSON TO PROVIDE CARE, LIVES WITH THE PERSON, OR IS REGULARLY VISITED BY THE PERSON.”



Comment [6]: This will need approval from the Task Group. Please see my narrative explanation of exploitation for my reasoning behind this. Though we didn’t talk specifically about this, in APS we often see perpetrators that live with the client but who have no care taking responsibilities (as defined). This language would help with those situations.



c. Misuses the property of an at-risk adult in a manner that adversely affects the at-risk adult’s ability to receive health care or health care benefits or to pay bills for basic needs or obligations.



Similarly, the Task Force recommends the definition of “exploitation” be added to the IDD statute, as currently there is no definition for exploitation. As with the criminal and APS statutes, it is the expectation of the Task Force that, when drafted, the placeholder language for nonfinancial exploitation will be incorporated into this definition. The definition to be added between Section 25.5-10-202(15) “Enrolled” and Section 25.5-10-202(16) “Family”, follows: “EXPLOITATION” MEANS AN ACT OR OMISSION COMMITTED BY A PERSON WHO: (A) USES DECEPTION, HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION, OR UNDUE INFLUENCE TO PERMANENTLY OR TEMPORARILY DEPRIVE A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY OF THE USE, BENEFIT, OR POSSESSION OF ANYTHING OF VALUE; (B) IN THE ABSENCE OF LEGAL AUTHORITY: (I) EMPLOYS THE SERVICES OF A THIRD PARTY FOR THE PROFIT OR ADVANTAGE OF THE PERSON OR ANOTHER PERSON TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY; OR (II) FORCES, COMPELS, COERCES, OR ENTICES A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY TO PERFORM SERVICES FOR THE PROFIT OR ADVANTAGE OF THE PERSON OR ANOTHER PERSON AGAINST THE WILL OF THE PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY; OR (III) USES HARASSMENT, UNDUE INFLUENCE, OR INTIMIDATION TO CREATE A HOSTILE OR FEARFUL ENVIRONMENT FOR A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY WHO RELIES ON A PERSON TO PROVIDE CARE, LIVES WITH THE PERSON, OR IS REGULARLY VISITED BY THE PERSON.” (C) MISUSES THE PROPERTY OF A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY IN A MANNER THAT ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY’S ABILITY TO RECEIVE HEALTH CARE OR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS OR TO PAY BILLS FOR BASIC NEEDS OR OBLIGATIONS.



Caretaker



Comment [7]: This will need approval from the Task Group. Please see my narrative explanation of exploitation for my reasoning behind this. Though we didn’t talk specifically about this, in APS we often see perpetrators that live with the client but who have no care taking responsibilities (as defined). This language would help with those situations.



The Task Force recommends that all statutes have a similar definition for “caretaker” so that the caretaker relationship is well-defined and closely aligns across the criminal, APS, and IDD statutes. As such, the Task Force recommends the following changes to Section 18-6.5-101(5): “Caretaker” means a person who: (a) Is responsible for the care of an at-risk adult, at-risk juvenile, AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD, or at-risk elder as a result of a family or legal relationship; (b) Has assumed responsibility for the care of an at-risk adult, at-risk juvenile, AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD, or at-risk elder; or, (c) Is paid to provide care or services to an at-risk adult, at-risk juvenile, AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD, or at-risk elder.



The Task Force believes that there is an addition to the definition of “caretaker” that should be included in the civil APS and IDD statutes. The Task Force recognizes that within agencies that provide care to at-risk elders, at-risk adults with IDD, and other vulnerable populations served by APS, there are persons with decision-making authority who do not provide direct care, such as the agency/facility owner, manager, or administrator, and other persons with decision-making authority. While these decision-makers often do not provide direct care, decisions made by them directly impact the direct care-provider’s ability to provide adequate care. For example, if the owner of a board and care home limits the budget for food to such an extent that the residents are not provided adequate daily nutrition, the Task Force believes that owner is culpable as the caretaker, rather than the direct care provider. Additionally, decision-makers have responsibility to appropriately and timely resolve personnel concerns that impact the health and safety of the persons under their care. For example, if an administrator has received a report of possible sexual contact by a care provider with a resident and the administrator simply moves the care provider to a different board and care home or to a different work shift, the Task Force believes that the administrator is culpable of mistreatment by omission, as failure of the administrator to take appropriate action, such as investigating the report, notifying law enforcement and APS, and ensuring the direct care provider does not have further interaction with residents until the investigation is concluded, threatens the safety and welfare of all residents. Therefore, the Task Force recommends the following addition to the APS statute definition of “caretaker”, at Section 26-3.1-101(2), as follows: “Caretaker” means a person who: (a) Is responsible for the care of an at-risk adult as a result of a family or legal relationship; (b) Has assumed responsibility for the care of an at-risk adult; or,



(c) Is paid to provide care, or services, OR OVERSIGHT OF SERVICES to an atrisk adult.



Similarly, the Task Force believes that the addition of the definition of “caretaker” be added to the IDD statutes, to conform with the definition in the APS statute. The recommended definition, to be located between Section 25.5-10-202(1) “Authorized Representative” and Section 25.510-202(2) “Case Management Services”, follows:



“CARETAKER” MEANS A PERSON WHO: (A) IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CARE OF A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY AS A RESULT OF A FAMILY OR LEGAL RELATIONSHIP; (B) HAS ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CARE OF A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY; OR, (C) IS PAID TO PROVIDE CARE, SERVICES, OR OVERSIGHT OF SERVICES TO A PERSON WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY.



Undue Influence Undue influence was added as a definition to the criminal statute with SB13-111, at Section 186.5-101(13). The Task Group recommends that this definition be modified to include at-risk adults with IDD, as follows: “Undue Influence” means the use of influence to take advantage of an at-risk elder’s OR ADULT WITH IDD’S vulnerable state of mind, neediness, pain, or emotional distress. Because “undue influence” is a key component of the definition of exploitation, the Task Force believes it critical to define this term in both the APS and IDD statutes, as well; currently those terms are not included in either statute. The recommended language for the APS statute at Section 26-3.1-101(11), follows: “UNDUE INFLUENCE” MEANS THE USE OF INFLUENCE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN AT-RISK ADULT’S VULNERABLE STATE OF MIND, NEEDINESS, PAIN, OR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.



Typically in the IDD statute, the laws apply to “persons” with an intellectual and developmental disability to ensure that the protections of the law apply to both adults and children. However, for this particular definition the Task Force feels strongly that the definition should only apply to adults with an intellectual and developmental disability. The Task Force believes that typical parenting techniques could be inadvertently construed as “undue influence” if the distinction is not clearly made in statute. Therefore, the recommended language for the definition of “undue



influence, to be placed between Section 25.5-10-202(37) “Sterilization” and Section 25.5-10202(38) “Waiting List”, is as follows: “UNDUE INFLUENCE” MEANS USE OF INFLUENCE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN AT-RISK ADULT WITH AN INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY’S VULNERABLE STATE OF MIND, NEEDINESS, PAIN, OR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.



Recommendation 3: The Task Force further recommends additional conforming statutory changes in all statutes to ensure that any new or modified definitions are incorporated throughout each statute. The Task Group noted when reading through Title 18, Article 6.5 that the language throughout has become very complex and lengthy in defining the various “at-risk” populations now served by the statute, either through the enhanced prosecutorial penalties or through the mandatory reporting requirements. Additionally, it appears that some enhanced penalties and definitions were not amended with conforming changes to ensure that all “at-risk” populations defined in the statute are protected through all areas of the statute. For example, the definitions of abuse, caretaker neglect, exploitation, and undue influence were not amended to include adults with IDD or at-risk juveniles, who can also be exploited. And Section 18-6.5-103 was not amended to add at-risk adults with an intellectual and developmental disability. Additionally, the Task Force recognizes that the proposed definitional changes to population and types of mistreatment will require subsequent conforming changes to the APS statute (Title 26, Article 3.1) and the IDD statutes (Title 25.5, Article 10, Part 2). The Task Group recommends that the Legislature work with bill drafters, the Colorado District Attorney’s Council (CDAC), and the Colorado Bar to make amendments to the statutes that ensure: 1. The language throughout Title 18, Article 6.5 is simplified in identifying the at-risk populations served by this law. For example, add an “umbrella” definition, such as “At-risk Person means an at-risk juvenile, at-risk adult, at-risk elder, and at-risk adult with an intellectual and developmental disability” and use this term throughout statute instead of referencing all four populations in each subsection of the statute. 2. The entirety of Title 18, Article 6.5 is reviewed and appropriately amended to ensure that conforming changes needed as a result of the new definitions and the addition of the adult IDD population are made to all areas of the statute to ensure that there is no loss of prosecutorial authority or mandatory reporting requirements. 3. The entirety of Title 26, Article 3.5 is reviewed and appropriately amended to ensure that conforming changes needed as a result of the new definitions are made to all areas of the statute to ensure no loss of authority for the APS program to respond to the mistreatment of at-risk adults as defined in this statute. 4. The entirety of Title 25.5, Article 10, Part 2 is reviewed and appropriately amended to ensure that conforming changes needed as a result of the new definitions are made to all areas of the statute to ensure no loss of authority for for the IDD program.



A specific example identified by the Task Force related to conforming changes throughout Title 18, Article 6.5 is the need to update the Crimes Against At-risk Adults and At-risk Juveniles section of the statute. Specifically, in Section 18-6.5-103(7.5)(a), the Task Force recommends the following change as it pertains to adults with an intellectual and developmental disability: A person commits criminal exploitation of an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD when he or she knowingly uses deception, harassment, intimidation, or undue influence to permanently or temporarily deprive an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD of the use, benefit, or possession of any thing of value. (b) Criminal exploitation of an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD is a class 3 felony if the thing of value is five hundred dollars or greater. Criminal exploitation of an at-risk elder OR AT-RISK ADULT WITH IDD is a class 5 felony if the thing of value is less than five hundred dollars.
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